SMOKE HOUSES, COOKERS
AND INTENSIVE COOLING HOUSES
AHUMADORES, HORNOS Y CÁMARAS
DE ENFRIAMIENTO INTENSIVO
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NOVOTHERM

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
UNIVERSAL
SMOKE HOUSE
NOVOTHERM
designed for thermal treatment
of meat products, fish and cheese.

Construction advantages:
stainless steel construction
modular construction (joined panels making up a module)
possibility of joining numbers of modules
microprocessor control system
power supply: steam, electric, electric-steam, oil or gas
individual air ventilation system with heating and moistening for each module
each module equipped with a separate washing system
efficient thermal insulation
house doors equipped with locks with possibility of opening from inside
(left or right side)

User advantages:
shortening of technological process
energy saving
minimal weight losses
high and repeatable quality of products

Controller with touch screen operator’s
panel:
possibility of programming up to 99 technological programs
and washing program
touch panel warrants simplicity and „user friendly” way of
operation
equipped with a socket for mini USB plugs
connection of controller to remote PC to monitor data
in SCADA software

Central fully automatic washing system
(Clean-In-Place) - (optional):
one system for many chambers
precise setting the concentration of detergent
it does not require supervision
with central pump unit it maintains a constant pressure
in the network (repeatability of washing cycles)
the possibility of simultaneous cleaning of external
devices such as smoke generator and afterburner

novotherm

Technological processes:

NOVOTHERM

sedimentation
drying
drying with smoking
smoking with smoke only
smoking by means of smoke
with steam
steaming
venting

Air circulation system:
each module equipped with independent air
circulation system
fresh air (or smoke) supply controlled automatically
removing of used air
precise control of moistening system
larger air circulation space
unique design of air mixing chamber
efficient heating up system

Smoke houses of special execution:
chambers for baking (up to 135oC)
smoke houses with cooling system enabling
conducting processes of cold smoking
smoke houses with dual heating system eg.
E+P, E+G, E+O
smoke houses with electrical reheating PE
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SMOKE GENERATORS
for production of dense smoke.

NOVOTHERM

AV-2

AV-1

Smoke generator AV-1, AV-1S, AV-1M
(hermetic):
automatic control of smoke generator work from smoke
house’s control panel
automatic control of wood chips quantity in burning chamber
regulation of smoke density and temperature (optional)
system of quick start-up
indication of operational status and alarms (AV-1M)
equipped with washing system
amount of smoke produced is sufficient to cover the demand
of the smoking chamber with a capacity of 8 trolleys (AV-1M)
or 6 trolleys (AV-1S)

Smoke generator AV-2 (hermetic steam):
smoke generating with the use of overheated steam
eliminating of product’s weight loss, due to high humidity
in the smoking process
shortening of smoking times and improved color
of the product thanks to better absorption of moist
smoke by the product

Liquid smoke (optional)
It is possible to assemble a complete system for atomisation
of liquid smoke.
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INTENSIVE
COOLING HOUSE
NOVOTHERM

is used for intensive cooling
of products directly after
heat treatment.

User advantages:
reducing weight loss of the final product
reduction of cooling time of the final product
extension of shelf life of the final product

Construction advantages:
complete stainless steel construction
minimal temperature of smoke house 2-4o C
cooling factors - water spray and cold air
simultaneous or alternating dosage of cooling factors
depending on kind of product
forced air circulation, ensuring equal distribution
of temperature in the smoke house
air moistening system preventing webbing on casing
during the cooling process
possibility of steaming - option
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STEAM HOUSE
designed for cooking processes.

NOVOTHERM

Construction advantages:
completely stainless steel construction
efficient heating system
steam supply to a collector electronically
controlled by system of valves
temperature measurement system
and relative humidity system
temperature measurement system inside
of product
efficient system of steam circulation

SMOKEHOUSE WITH
A COLD SMOKING OPTION (zw)
is design for thermal treatment of products
in temperature range from 17 to 95°C.
In the smoke house besides the standard
technological processes one can carry out
a cold smoking process.

Construction advantages:
stainless steel construction also the cooling evaporators
(condensers) implemented in the smoke house
automatic control of smoke temperature

CONVECTIVE BAKING
/COOKING OVEN
NOVOTHERM

designed for conducting baking
processes in temperatures up to 250oC
in conditions of controlled humidity.

User advantages:
uniform cooking of products by means of horizontal
distribution system of hot air
humidity control system
high technological and technical efficiency level ensures
receiving of high quality ready products
user friendly

Construction advantages:
stainless steel construction
modular construction (multi-truck)
each module includes individual system of air circulation
(in/out connections)
efficient thermal insulation
horizontal circulation of hot air
automatic washing system
durable oven construction: the highest hygienic
requierements
electrcic supply with possibility of steam support
microprocessor control system
possibility of steaming - option

system of horizontal
distribution of hot air

semi-finished stuffing
products before baking
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SMOKE AFTERBURNER
DDW-2 (Thermal)
NOVOTHERM

is used for the reduction of emission
into the atmosphere of harmful
substances in smoke, especially carbon
monoxide.

Construction advantages:
stainless steel and heat-resisting steel construction
independent automatic control system of afterburner
possibility to connect up to three chambers working
simultaneously
efficiency of after-burning from 80% to 100%
depending on the number of simultaneously working
chambers
automatic control of fuel consumption depending
on the number of simultaneously working chambers
operation safety system

The SCADA Monitoring system
enables to monitor operation of smokehouses, cutters, vacuum
tumblers and brine injectors. With the programme it is possible
to observe remotely on a screen and to save on a PC computer,
all technologicaldata of smoke house's work, such as:
name and number of a current program
number of a batch
number of operating personnel
name of current phase
air temperature
temperature in a batch
air relative humidity inside chamber
smoke temperature
set time of a current phase
present time of a current phase
process time
diagnostic messages
machine current status
Monitored data can be displayed in a form of an interactive
window or a diagram of parameters in time-function.
All monitored data can be saved in a memory of a computer.
In the event of an emergency or a failure the data can be
retrieved by the monitoring programme. It's also possible
to print a diagram of parameters in time-function
as a documentation of a technological process.
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